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Who is this book for
Most Drupal books give you the information on how to create a website with it. Unlike those, this book
aims to explain what Drupal is and how to use it.

Thus, this book is not for developers, but for advanced users and will be most useful to people who work
with Drupal, communicate with developers, but at the same time are not engaged in development
themselves, i.e.:
testers
project managers
content managers
customers / clients

About the book
I have been working with Drupal for over 6 years now and I often have to explain how Drupal works. To
save my time and yours, as well as to simplify the study, I decided to write this little book-guide.
The advantages of this book in comparison with analogues:
contains the maximum necessary information about the concepts and use of Drupal
the book is much shorter than the analogs, which have 400-700 pages each (this one has a little
more than 20)
based on the latest version: Drupal 8
It is highly recommended to use links.
So let's get started.

1. Let's get acquainted with CMS Drupal
1.1. What is Drupal
Drupal is a popular content management system (CMS) with open source. Because of its powerful
functionality, it is much easier to develop complex websites using Drupal than to write them from scratch.
Simply put, Drupal is a constructor, like, for example, Lego. Initially, we are given a set of “parts”, but other
“parts” can be connected, and after learning Drupal better you can start creating your own. Numerous
sites, different from each other are a proof of this.

1.2. Project history
The development of Drupal began in 2000 by the Belgian Dries Buytaert, who is still the project manager.
The name drupal is a distorted pronunciation of the Dutch word druppel (drop) and appeared as a result
of an adorable mistake. In 2000, several students at the University of Antwerp used a common ADSL
modem to access the Internet, and Dries created an internal website to communicate with users of this
small local network. The program on which the site worked did not have a name, while Dries did not
intend to register a domain name for the new site, and as a result of a typo, instead of dorp.org (from
Dutch dorp - the village, a quite appropriate name for a small community) - drop.org was registered.
With time, the audience of the new site was replaced by those interested in the development of new web
technologies, and the new site gradually turned from an amateur experiment into a project to discuss
web programming ideas. In 2001, Dries published the source code drop.org as Drupal. Since then, the

development has moved to the later registered site drupal.org, which has acquired the status of the
official site of the project.
Since its inception, hundreds of people have been involved in the development process. Dozens of
people are now the official developers of the core, but many people send their patches to be included
into the system code. Also, the functionality of the engine is expanded with additional modules that are
created by third-party developers. For example, 50 people who sent 338 amendments to the code took
part in release 4.6, and 338 developers who sent about 1500 amendments took part in release 4.7. In the
five years of the project’s existence (by 2006), 13 releases have been released. By the beginning of 2018,
more than 40 thousand additional modules were developed that extend the basic functions of the CMS.
According to statistics from the site drupal.com, more than 1 million sites working on Drupal.
In 2007, Dries Buytart created Acquia, a company that focused on commercial support for Drupal-based
projects and services, inspired by the success of Canonical and RedHat, which built their businesses on
the support of open source projects.

1.3. Logo
The current emblem of the system is a drop depicting a face, the eyes are shown as
two connected drops in the form of an infinity sign and symbolize endless
possibilities.

1.4. Why Drupal: advantages and disadvantages
Let's talk very briefly about the differences of Drupal from other CMS.
Advantages of Drupal: Drupal has all the capabilities necessary to effectively manage the content of the
site. Basic Drupal package contains all the basic tools that may be required for the full functioning of the
site: user registration, setting page layout, menu management, system administration, categorization.
Drupal offers excellent modules that can be used as building blocks of your web project, allowing you to
quickly create content and site rules. Thanks to the built-in themes and Drupal templates you don’t have
to start building a website from scratch, no matter how complicated your project is.
Creating content in Drupal is easy. The system allows you to set custom lists, organize content via URLs,
create associated content and default content. This greatly facilitates the organization, search and reuse
of content.
More than 40 thousand Drupal modules allow you to add new features to your project. The modules are
free to download and use, and you can use any number of them, therefore expanding the functionality of
your site.
However, there are two disadvantages: difficulty in learning and speed of work. Regarding the difficulty in
studying Drupal, there is even a popular joke. At the same time, the speed of work is solved using
caching at different levels of the system.
Taking into account the advantages and disadvantages of CMS Drupal, we can say that this content
management system can be an excellent choice for those who are looking for a powerful and functional
platform for creating websites and are not afraid of difficulties.

1.5. Sites working on Drupal
To encourage you to learn Drupal, I would like to list several sites built on its base.
Warner Bros. Records

USA Government

Tesla Motors

And many more, see http://www.topdrops.org/.

2. Technical characteristics
Drupal is written in PHP and uses a relational database as a data store (supporting MySQL, PostgreSQL
and others). Drupal is free software licensed under the GPL, and is being developed by enthusiasts from
all around the world.

2.1. System requirements
Drupal is primarily focused on the [LAMP] platform (https://ru.wikipedia.org/wiki/LAMP), but using other
system software is also possible.
Operating system: Unix family (including FreeBSD, Mac OS X), Windows (any OS on which the PHP
interpreter can operate)
Web server: Apache, Nginx, Hiawatha, MS IIS (theoretically, any web server that allows execution of
PHP code)
DBMS: MySQL, MongoDB, MS SQL Server, Percona, SQLite, PostgreSQL (adaptation to other
relational DBMS, for example IBM DB2 does not pose difficulty)
PHP version 5.5.9 and higher
RAM: 32MB (64 MB of memory or more may be required for sites with a large number of used
modules)
Hard disk: 15 MB for minimal installation and 60 MB for a relatively large project.

2.2. Localization support
The system supports localization of the interface in more than 100 languages (however, not all
translations are complete). There is support for Russian and Ukrainian languages. Drupal uses its own
mechanism for localizing and storing translations in a database along with the rest of the site content.

3. Download and install Drupal
Now let's download and install Drupal. We will not create a website yet, and at this point we need it solely
for studying. Therefore, for our purposes, its simplified assembly is quite suitable. Thus:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Go to https://dev.acquia.com/downloads
Download the installer, run it and install
Run the installed Acquia Dev Desktop application
Select "Start from scratch" http://prntscr.com/e3l7s2
Install Drupal 8 http://prntscr.com/e3l8y0
After Drupal downloads, click http://prntscr.com/e3lbg8
Choose English, click next, wait until the modules are installed
In the new window, fill in the required fields and save the form

Done! Everything turned out to be very simple.
Now, before you is a fully working Drupal, and even though it looks inconspicuous for the time being, it is
already quite possible to use it. For example, you can make a blog or create a demonstrational site. To
create a more or less proper site, you do not need programming skills; it is enough to add a theme and
several modules. However, for the full push-up effect on corporate scale, you will have to add a couple of
programmers.
Now let's get to the basic concepts of Drupal. They need to be understood and remembered.

4. Basic concepts of Drupal
4.1. Front-office and Back-office
Front-office (FO, Front) - this is the part of the site that is visible to an unauthorized user (anonymous).
Back-office (BO, Admin panel) - part of the site, accessible only by administrators and editors. From there,
the content of the site is managed.
In order to get to the BO, you must log in. On sites where there is no "Log in" button, the authorization
page can be accessed by adding / user to the site domain and pressing Enter in the browser address
bar. Try:

4.2. Admin menu
The first thing you will see after installing the system is the toolbar at the top of the site. In Drupal 8 it is
black and white. This toolbar is a “breakpoint” for the admin. It allows you to get to the desired section of
the admin panel quickly and from any page.

Let's look at the menu items:
Home (Back to site) - its task is very simple - to return the user to the main page. It may seem
useless, but this is not at exactly the case.
Shortcuts - the ability to add your own links to the toolbar. This is useful if you often visit the
same section, but it is impossible to get to it in a couple of clicks.
Content - management of content and comments on the site. This is very convenient, as it allows
you to manage all the contents of the site from one page. For convenience, there are filters and
mass operations to speed up work with materials.
Structure - manage menus, blocks, content types, etc. This list is supplemented with installed
modules responsible for the site structure. Also there you can often encounter views and a
sometimes panels.
Appearance - management of website themes. Configure, install, disable/enable, etc.
Modules (Modules, Extend) - a list of all modules available on the site and their status
management. Also allows you to install the module properly through the administrative interface.
This page also contains tabs for updating modules and removing unnecessary ones.
Configuration - management of the main settings of the site.
Users (People) - management of users, their roles and rights.
Reports - reports, error log and other statistics.
Help - useful information about the modules. Many modules add their help sections that provide
information on working with them. It can also help at the initial stage or if you have forgotten
something.

4.3. Content type, nodes and fields
Click in the menu "Content" → "Add content" → "Article" → Fill in the fields and save.
You just created Node, which has content type Article.
Content Type is a data template of the specified structure.
A single website can contain many types of content, such as information pages, news, surveys, blogs, real
estate listings, etc. Each content type has its own structure, i.e. own fields and settings (for example,
whether a site is published automatically and whether comments are allowed).
When you first install Drupal, you will have two types of content: "Article" and "Basic Page". You can also
create your own content types.

A node is a unit of content like a regular page, news, or any other that users with certain rights can create.
The list of created nodes is located in the Content dashboard. A node is a basic element in the structure
of the content of Drupal. Remember that the administration and user profile pages are not considered
nodes, since they are generated by the system and not by users.

4.4. Node creation page
Let's go to the node creation page.

The first thing that catches your eye is Fields. The content of the page consists of a set of fields. For
example, Title, Body (the main content of the page), Tags are fields. Each content type has its own
structure, or, more simply, its own fields. Due to the fact that we can add any fields of any kind, we can
actually create unimaginable types of content.
Also, the node can expand over time, for example, you can add comments to the page, attachments,
polls, ratings, and so on.
On the right are the tabs, which are called "Display Settings". Let's consider them:
Version information allows you to add a new version and a mark for it. Versions are used on the
principle of Wikipedia. Meaning, old versions of the material are saved to which you can always roll
back. This is useful for certain types of sites.
Menu settings allows you to add a link to a page in the menu on the site.
Comment settings are settings of the display of the field for posting comments. If it is closed, then
no one can add a comment, while old comments are displayed.
URL path settings allow you to specify a synonym for the page. For example, it allows you to replace
the standard URL path of a page like /taxonomy/43/node/156 and /index.php?
cat=10&subcat=2&id=41 with a more understandable /product/phone/Samsung/. Usually, it
is rarely used, because there are pathauto and token modules that can generate more
understandable links automatically.

Authoring information are settings of the author and the date of publication of the material. You
can specify one of the users, or send on behalf of the guest. Setting the time only allows you to shift
the material higher or lower than the date of publication. If you want the materials to be published
at a certain date and time, there are special modules for this.
Promotion options are settings of the display of the material. They allow you to remove from the
publication (then the material will be visible only to the administrator), to place on the main page or
to fix at the top.

4.5. Navigation chain
Navigation chain (Breadcrumbs). The term was borrowed from the "Hansel and Gretel" fairy tale by the
Brothers Grimm. In this tale, Hansel and Gretel left bread crumbs along their way to find their way back
from the forest to their home. In programmer jargon, this is a section, usually at the top of a page, that
shows the path you have taken to reach the current page. For example, a navigation chain: Home →
Australian Walnut → Current Events → New Articles — means that you started from the
main page, clicked on the “Australian Walnut” menu, then selected “Current Events” in the submenu and,
finally, switched to “New Articles".

4.6. WYSIWYG
WYSIWYG ("what you see is what you get") is a technology that allows you to present editable data in
approximately the same way that it will be received in the finished edition or a product.
Before the advent of WYSIWYG technology in Drupal, HTML markup language was used to create
complex documents. To format the document, it was necessary to use special codes (tags) that are
invisible in the final result of the work. Tags defined text style (bold, italic, etc.), font changes, text layout
and illustrations, etc. Which of course is inconvenient, slow and takes time to study.
WYSIWYG allows you to customize the formatting using the toolbar, pop-up windows and hotkeys.
Applying formatting, you immediately see the result. At present, the concept of “visual editor” is also
widely used for such programs.
Drupal uses the built-in editor CKEditor. It can also be replaced by any other.

Under the content there are text format settings (Text format). They are designed to format text. The
difference is what HTML tags are allowed in them. By default, there are three text formats:
Filtered HTML (default) is accessible to all users on the site, has moderate tag filtering.
Full HTML is available only to site administrators. You can allow users as well, but it is not very safe,
there is a risk of disrupting the site display with additional tags.
Plain text in which the use of HTML tags is prohibited altogether. Also available to users, sometimes
useful.

4.7. Dashboard
Dashboard (Administrative panel) is information and administrative page in the admin panel. Dashboards
can be standardized, for example, Content, can be provided by modules, or they can be self-written, for
example, using the Views module.
Let's consider the standard Dashboard Content and its elements.

1.
2.
3.
4.

Content creation button.
Filters.
Actions above selected list items.
Column headers. Hyperlink titles let you sort the list. The arrow shows the column by which the list
is currently sorted.
5. The list itself. The checkmarks on the left are necessary to highlight the nodes in the list. Right
buttons for editing, deleting nodes.
6. If the node is too much, Pagination appears, which is dividing of content into pages.

4.8. Taxonomy
Tagging, or Taxonomy, was created as a tool to assist in the classification. Analogous in the real world are
topographical inventories and scientific reference files of exhibits of museums.
Taxonomy allows you to group materials on one basis or another, in other words, this is a classification of
absolutely everything on the site. In essence, taxonomy is like tags or categories in other engines, but it is

a more powerful tool. Taxonomy allows you to create dictionaries. Dictionaries are needed to combine
the terms. You can add as many dictionaries as you like, each dictionary can have an infinite number of
terms, and the terms can have infinite nesting.
It will be easier to explain it with an example. Suppose you have a news site where you publish articles.
These articles may relate to politics or to the economy, to culture or secular news, in addition, news may
relate to a particular country, etc. When you come to the site from a search engine to a specific page
(news), it is possible that you are interested in topics and you want to browse articles in the same
category. In this case, if the article has a taxonomy term (for example, 'economy'), then it will appear as a
link, clicking on which will take you to the page containing announcements of all articles with the same
term.
Below in the picture is an example of the Tags dictionary, which combines several terms.

4.9. Menu
Obviously, that there is no need to explain what the menu is, they are found on all sites and are logically
understandable. The site can have many pages and the menu should help in navigating the site, as well
as highlight important pages of the site, such as 'Home', 'About the Company' and others.
To go to the menu page in Drupal, click Structure → Menus. You will see which menus are on your
site. In the newly installed Drupal there are already a number of service menus and you can also create
your own.

Opposite each menu there are links by which you can immediately go to the forms of adding a new
menu item or editing the menu. Click on the link ʻEdit menu`.

It can be seen that the menu items can be swapped by simply dragging them. Some menu items may be
submenus of other items. In addition, to the right of each menu item there is a link, clicking on which
takes you to the edit form of this menu item. If you want to make some menu items inactive, then you
simply turn them off.

4.10. Users
All user administrationing occurs in the section Menu - Users (People):

This section displays a list of all users registered on the site.
For convenience, users can be filtered by various parameters:
Name or e-mail - everything is quite clear here
State - filtering by state, each user on the site can be in one of two states: active or blocked. In the
blocked state, the user cannot log in to the site under his account.
Role - filtering by roles (more details about roles and access rights will be discussed later)
Access - filtering by access rights
The * Actions * update form allows you to perform some actions on the several selected from the list at
once, for example, block them or add a role.
Also on this page there is a link Add user with which you can add a new user to the site.
The form for creating a user by the administrator is almost the same as the registration form, only in this
case we can immediately assign roles to the user and select the status: Blocked or Active. Also on the form
there is a setting Notify the user about creating an account. If you check this box, the user will receive a
letter to the specified e-mail address in accordance with the specified template (templates are set in the
Account Setup section).

4.11. Roles and Access Rights
Now let's go to the Roles tab. At the moment there are three roles created by default on our site:
Anonymous user - all anonymous users have this role by default, for example, if we give this role
the right to Add comments, then any user who visits the site can post comments, and if not, the
user will need to register first to be able to leave a comment.
Authenticated user - all registered users without exception have this role.
Administrator - this is the default role used to give the user all site administrator rights.
Button Add role allows you to add a new role, for example, Editor or Moderator. The rights of each role

can be assigned on the tab Permissions

Example of access rights: Administrator and Editor can create news while Authorized user and
Anonymous cannot.

4.12. Темы оформления
Друпал - это система управления контентом. Тема "говорит" Друпалу, как отобразить этот контент.
Нажав Внешний вид (Appearance) вы переходите на страницу, где показано, какая у вас
установлена тема для сайта и внизу есть настройки, где вы можете выбрать тему админки (по
умолчанию Seven).
Существует большое количество бесплатных тем, которые можно скачать и установить - это такой
бюджетный вариант сайта без заказанного дизайна. Такие бесплатные темы дают вам
минимальный внешний вид для базового сайта на друпал, но когда вы расширяете функционал с
помощью модулей, то выводом этого функционала занимается сам модуль.

4.13. Block
Web pages are divided into rectangular zones, between which content is usually distributed. Suppose you
have blog posts, fresh comments, as well as announcements. The Bartik theme offers more than 10 such
zones (including the header, sidebar, content and caption), but there are more advanced topics: up to 30
zones to display the content.
Below in the picture you can see several blocks on the site by default. Each block appears with a dotted
line indicating the borders of the block, and a pencil in a circle, clicking on which, you can go to the block
editing page.

Blocks are containers for specific content or site functionality that can be used for location. Some blocks
are already coming with Drupal, for example, the Registration block, others can be created by yourself.
Also, many modules create their own blocks. In order for the block to appear, it needs to set the Region
in which it will be displayed. Within each region, you can drag blocks up and down, depending on how
you want them to appear on the page. In addition, blocks can be dragged from one region to another.
Clicking Structure → Blocks, you get to the block management page.
It is very convenient that the block can be configured so that it is displayed on some specific pages and
for different user roles. For example, you need to create a "Currency Rate Block" on the site and you need
it to be located only on the main page of the site. It's quite simple: you create a block (its title and
content) and you set its visibility only for the main page of the site. Another example: let's say, the block
"Now on the site" needs to be shown only for the admin or manager. We go into the settings of this
block and in the roles we specify that it is visible only for these user roles (also the blocks needed for the
admin can be placed in the Dashboard administrative panel, as was mentioned in the previous article).

4.14. Translation page
Go to Configuration → User interface translation
This dashboard allows you to find untranslated strings and translate them manually. To do this, you can
use the filter "Search in" = "Only untranslated strings" or search by string.
IMPORTANT: search by string is case-sensitive, i.e. searching for Node will not find the stringnode.

The tabs Import andExport allow you to upload and download translations, respectively.

5. How Drupal works
Next, we will discuss the features of Drupal, which are used by programmers, but which are useful to
know for better understanding of the development and operation of the site.

5.1. Drupal core
Drupal Core is the foundation, in other words it is a standard set of functionality with which you can make
a simple website.
The core consists of modules and includes: admin menu, admin panel, setting up materials, content
management, user management, language management, and much more. Standard set will be enough
for a blog or a simple site.
The core includes all the files on your site except the /sites/ folder.
Drupal is a multisiting platform. It allows you to use one core for several sites (domains) at once. And you
can use the same database tables for different sites.
And all this you get out of the box (immediately).

5.2. Hooks

The core cannot be changed directly, for this there is a hook system in Drupal, which allows you to inject
almost any changes into the core.
It is forbidden to change the Drupal core code itself, since this entails a change in the integrity of the
system, which not only complicates the work with the site in the future and complicates its scaling, but
also can result in bugs which you will waste your valuable time and, of course, you will never be able to
make a normal core update anymore.
Hook allows you to make changes to the core of Drupal.
Every hook is considered as an event. For example, hook_user_insert triggers when a new user is
created in the system. Meaning, we have an event, which is a creation of a user. hook_init always starts
before initializing the page, buthook_menu starts every time the cache is cleared and with its help you
can embed your pages into Drupal.

5.3. Modules
Modules are Drupal extensions that add additional functionality to it.
In the core of Drupal, by default, there is a set of modules that are suitable for the initial stages of sites,
then everyone has to expand the existing functionality with additional modules. Some write them
themselves, and others just download the preset ones.
The list of available modules can be seen by clicking on the link in the main menu "Modules" (Drupal 7) or
"Extend" (Drupal 8).

Third-party modules can be found and downloaded on the website http://drupal.org/project/Modules.

5.4. Views
Views is a module that allows you to extract content from a database without writing any code at all.
Simply put, Views is a user interface for building SQL queries.
Any data set displayed by the Views module is called a view. In other words, it allows you to build
arbitrary lists of content. For example, it allows to display a list of nodes in Dashboard or a list of products
on the store page:

Views is an incredibly powerful module that is the killer feature of Drupal. Therefore, being the most
popular plugin in Drupal 7, it was made available from the box in Drupal 8.

5.5. Drush
Drush (from the Drupal shell) is a command line utility designed to manage and administer Drupal sites,
available for both Linux and Windows systems. In fact, it allows you to perform all the same actions as the
administrative interface but inside the console.
Drush is used by many developers, for example, for downloading/installing/removing modules, setting up
sites on Drupal, applying core and module updates, and much more.
Examples of commands:
To update drupal to the latest stable version, enter the command:
drush up drupal
Clear the entire cache:
drush cc all
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